Development of a simple, fast, and accurate method for the direct quantification of selective estrogen receptor modulators using stable isotope dilution mass spectrometry.
A rapid analytical procedure was developed to quantify major selective estrogen receptor modulators (SERMs) simultaneously using stable isotope dilution mass spectrometry (SID-LCMS). Two novel isotopically labeled (SIL) analogues of natural SERMs, genistein and daidzein, were synthesized using a H/D exchange reaction mechanism. Computational chemistry coupled with MS and NMR data confirmed the site and mechanism of deuteration. The SIL analogues, which were mono- and dideutero substituted at the ortho positions, exhibited minimal deuterium isotope effects and were stable under the employed sample preparation protocol and MS analysis. An isotopic overlap correction was successfully employed to improve the accuracy and precision of the analytical method. The developed method, which was found to be sensitive, selective, precise and accurate, could be a valuable tool for research focused on determining the bioavailability of individual SERMs.